
WOOD, PULP & PAPER INDUSTRY

24/7 SERVICE

KSS provides emergency repair and maintenance service 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, year round. Technical 
phone support is provided any time you call, every time 
you call.

TECHNICIAN TRAINING

Our service technicians are factory trained and state 
registered where applicable. They participate in our 
intense training program, designed to ensure they are 
knowledgeable in all aspects of the weighing industry.
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CALIBRATION & REPAIR

Standard repairs, emergency repairs, and regularly 
scheduled contractual maintenance - we’ll be there. 
Calibrations are performed to NIST Handbook 44 
standards to ensure your scales are accurate.

Pulp and paper manufacturers are constantly challenged to improve efficiency while balancing environmental 
concerns. For the paper and printing industries, tablets and computers threaten to replace paper. KSS can help you 
implement the best equipment and processes for measuring raw materials, controlling inventory, and monitoring 
outgoing waste, in order to operate as cost-efficiently as possible.

REPORTING

WebView+ gives you web access to your scale info, 
repair histories, and calibration certificates. Download 
custom reports, determine budgetary needs, and place 
service calls online with our reporting portal.

 

Columbus, OH..............800.231.1679
Dayton, OH...................800.387.7297
Akron/Canton, OH.......800.888.0840
Pittsburgh, PA..............800.874.0591
St. Marys, PA................800.874.0591

BRANCHES: 

Birmingham, AL..............888.313.6262
Montgomery, AL.............888.313.6262
Pikeville, KY.....................888.703.8271
Cincinnati........................888.280.7254

 

Carnegie, PA..............800.888.0842
Parkersburg, WV........800.926.0174
Fairmont, WV..............800.872.0337
Wheeling, WV.............800.888.0842

Analyzers, belt scales, custom software, and more for efficient and profitable manufacturing. 



BELT SCALES

Weigh and measure the flow rate and production of bulky, heavy materials 

in-motion, assuring that you are meeting production output goals and experi-

encing no downtime for weighing. We can customize and integrate belt scales 

and accompanying systems specifically to your needs.

CUSTOM APPLICATIONS

Our expertise exceeds industrial scales and weighing applications. Our         

Technical Services team specializes in process control, material handling, and 

data management applications. Around the world, we deliver customized  

solutions that ensure efficient and cost-effective ways of doing business. 
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MOISTURE ANALYZERS

Paper can easily become too wet or too dry, making moisture monitoring 

critical to production. Measure and manually or automatically control moisture 

levels aand more during the paper/converting process, improving product 

quality and increasing productivity, which means substantial cost savings. 

FLOOR SCALES & INDICATORS

From rugged, dependable floor scales to advanced programmable indicators, 

KSS offers everything to meet the varied needs of our customers.

TRUCK SCALES, DATA COLLECTION SYSTEMS & SCALESIDE HARDWARE

We offer many rugged and efficient truck scale brands, and a full line of attend-

ed or fully automated systems for your shipping or receiving operations. Make 

your truck scale operations more efficient and the data readily available in 

meaningful and timely reports!

 Turn investment into profit!  Kanawha Scales’ wood, pulp, and paper 
weighing solutions make a measurable difference.


